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Famous For: 
Webmaster of many high IQ groups • Founder/Creatrix of The IntelLink Project - The world's brightest minds connected.  
 
Organisations/Memberships: 
Prometheus Society, Triple Nine Society, Mensa, and several others.  
  
I'm retired, but work on a myriad projects dealing with high-IQ and non-profit organizations, think tanks, research, IT, etc. My goals 
for 2014 center around continuing development and expansion of HighIQWorld, IntelLink, and other organizations, as well as 
focusing on collaborative ventures and expanding opportunities for high-IQ individuals worldwide. 
 
Why work with IQ: 
After feeling a bit lost and a lot different for much of my life, I found what is essentially a second family in the Prometheus Society 
and the larger high-IQ community. I know firsthand how critical finding this kind of "home" - this sense of belonging, being 
understood, and being part of a community of like-minded individuals - can be to a highly-intelligent person's well-being and success 
in life. 
 
I hope to use this opportunity to facilitate collaboration on intelligence-related ventures and projects, as well as to help more smart 
people find a community where they can thrive, grow, and live up to their fullest potential. 
 
Statement for the World: 
Though I'm truly honored by this award, I do not believe I'm a genius. I never have and never will. What I do believe is that every one 
of us has the ability to use our intelligence, creativity, and potential to accomplish great things in and for the world. Intelligence alone 
is great to have, but it's not enough. You have to use it. If I can help motivate and encourage others to put their intelligence to good 
use and follow their dreams, I'll have succeeded in following my own. 
 
 


